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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a characterization of traces of the Sobolev space W1,p(ft,d£) is given 
for a singular value of e. Let IV be an integer, IV ^ 2. Let e,p be real numbers, 
1 < p < oo. Denote by p' the conjugate exponent of p, i.e. p' = -^y. Let D b e a 
domain in UN taken such that the origin belongs to the boundary dft of ft. The 
symbol \x\ will stand for the Euclidean norm of x = (xi,... , xIv) € KN, that is 
/ Iv v l / 2 
M = (£*?) • 
By C°°(Q) we mean a set of all infinitely many times differentiable functions 
which together with all derivatives can be continuously extended to ft. The set 
of all functions u £ C°°(ft) such that suppw does not meet the origin will be 
denoted by CQ°(Q). We shall define a weighted Sobolev space H1,p(ft,d£) as a 
set of all functions with a finite norm ||u|H1'p(f2,cFr)|| = ( JQ\u(x)\
p\x\£~p dx -t 
N v i /p 
J J2 \D{u(x)\p\x\£ dx) , where the symbol D{U stands for generalized derivatives 
Q i=l ' _ 
of u. The space lV1 , p(n,d£) is defined as the closure of CQ°(ft) for e ^ -IN and 
as the closure of C°°(ft) for e > -N with respect to the norm ||zt|lV1'p(ft, d£)\\ =-
( / \u(x)\p\x\£ dx + JZ \DiU(x)\
p\x\£ dx)1/P. 
Let us recall the frequently used concept of a domain with a Lipschitz boundary 
(see e.g. [4, Definition 4.3]): 
Definition 1.1. A bounded domain ft is said to be of the class C0 ,1 (notation: 
ft G C0 '1) if its boundary can locally be described as a graph of a Lipschitz function 
in a neighborhood of each of its points. 
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For ft G C0'1, we shall introduce the space H1_1/p'p(<9ft,rF) as the set of all 




^ r r \t_^______j___\ .„ f... . y
/p 
J J |a; - y\N+P-2 -dSN-i(*)&SN-i{v)) , 
dttdtl 
where SN-i is the (IV — l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure in U
N. In the sequel we 
shall assume Q G C0,1. 
Proposition 1.2 (see [1]). C^°(Tt) is dense in Hl>p(n,de). 
Proposition 1.3 (see [2]). There exists a unique linear bounded (trace) operator 
T: H^v(ft,d£) -> Hl-l'p*(dSl,dF) such that Tu = u\dQ for all u G Cg°(H), and 
there exists a corresponding extension operator R: H1_1/'p,p(<9n,d£:) -» Hl'p(il,dE) 
such that TRu = u for all u G H1"1/p,p(an, d£). 
Proposition 1.4. (see [1] and [3]). Let e ^ p — N. Then the direct decomposition 
VV1,p(ft,rF) = H1,p(ft,cF) e X holds, where X is the trivial space for e ^ -N or 
e > p — N and X is the space of constant functions in the case —N<e<p — N. 
The last three propositions give a characterization of traces of VV1,P(Q, d£) in the 
case e T-= p - N. 
2. DENSITY 
The following three assertions show that we cannot expect a similar direct decom-
position in the singular case e = p- N. 
Lemma 2.1. Let e > p- N. Then the imbedding 
VVl'p(ft,cf) ^ Lp(f2,d£-p) 
holds and the norm of the imbedding is majorized by c£_
v
N with c independent 
ofe. 
P r o o f . The existence of this imbedding is proved in [4] (Theorem 8.15) and 
the bound for this norm follows from its proof. • 
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Theorem 2.2. The space H1'p(ft,dp~N) is dense in W^p(n,dp~N). 
P r o o f . Define a sequence of real functions on [0, oo] by 
((nt)1/n forte [O-i-l, 
Vn(t) = { ) \ 
[l for*€(i,oo). 
Let u G Wl*p(Sl,dP-N). Let un(x) = u(x)<pn(\x\) and denote ftn = ftn.B(0, £ ) , 
where B(0, £) stands for the ball with the center at the origin and with the radius 
^ . Note that for every i = 1, 2, ..., N we have |Di</?n(|x|)| ^ n "
1 ^ " 1 for a.e. 
x G ftn. First we shall prove that un G H
liP(ti,dp-N) for each positive integer n. 
An easy calculation gives 
l* N 
||un|.ff
1'p(n,dp-Ar)||p ^ / \u(x)\p\x\~Ndx + 2p-1 / Y,\DMX)\P\X\P~Ndx 
n\nH Q
 i = 1 
+ np/n(l + N2p-xn-p) f \u(x)\p\x\p/n~N dx 
= Ii + 2 p - 1 / 2 + n
p/n(l + N2p-1n~p)h. 
Since n\x\ ^ 1 in ffc \ Qn, we get 
Ii ^np f \u(x)\p\x\p~N dx ^np\\u\W1'p(n,dp~N)\\P. 
Evidently, 
I2<HW1'"(fi, (*"-") f. 
According to Lemma 2.1 and because \x\p/n ^ 1 in fin, there exists a positive 
constant c\ such that 
h^ciff \u(x)\p\x\p/n+p~N dx + f f^ \Diu(x)\p\x\p/n+p~N dx\ 
n« n„ i = 1 
^Cl\\u\w
1*(n,dP-N)\\p. 
Thus {un} G H^
p(n,dp-N)-, note that the sequence \\un\H
1>p(n,dp-N)\\ may be 
unbounded. 
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Now, we shall prove that \\u - un\W
1'p(Sl,dp~N)\\ -> 0 for n -»• oo. Obviously, 
||u - un|W
1'"(n,d"-^)||p ^ y \u(x)\p(l - Vn(|x|))
p | .Trw dx 
n„ 
/ r N 
+ 2p-M / Y,\DMx)\P (1 - Vn(\x\))P\x\p~N dx 
V„ i=1 
+ " " " / l " w n i l " " " " d I ) 
fl« 
= h{n) + 2p~l (I2(n) + n
p / n " p I 3 (n)) . 
Since (l-(/?n(|a;|))
p ^ 1 and |ftn| -> 0, we have Ii(n) -> 0 and I2(n) -> 0. According 
to Lemma 2.1 we get 
np/n~ph(n) ^ cnp/n-p(^j-Y\\u\W1'p(Sln,d
p/n+p-N)\\p 
\p/n/ " ' " 





The facts npln -> 1 and |ftn | -> 0 give n
p>n-ph{n) -> 0 which completes the 
proof. • 
As an easy consequence we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. The set C^{Ti) is dense in Wl>p{fl,dp-N). 
3. DIRECT DECOMPOSITION 
Theorem 2.2 implies that in the case e = p — N there is no space X such that 
Wl'p{VL,dp~N) = Hl'p{n,dp~N) 0 X. Our idea of characterization of traces is to 
find a space X such that W^p{n,dp~N) = Hl'p{n,dp~N) + X, but now, the sum on 
the right hand side is not direct. 
In what follows we will use the following notation: 
Br = {x e U
N : \x\ < r, xN > 0}, Sr = {x G U
N : \x\ = r, xN > 0}. 
Let aN stand for the (IV — 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the unit sphere 
in RN. 
We shall prove the decomposition theorem only for the special case Q = B\. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let a be a real number, 0 < a < 1. Then there exists a positive 
constant c independent of a such that 
H l|x(-)y|^--' d S " - ^ dSN-l(v) ^ C / E \Di<*)\V dSN-!(x) 
SiSi Si i=1 
for all functions u G C°°(L?i+a). 
P r o o f . Fix A > 0, 0 < A < a and u G C°°(Bi+a). For x G B2 - Bx we define 
a function v by v(x) = u(x(X + T J T ) ) - Obviously, v G C°°(L?2 — 5i)- According to 





^c Yl\D^x)\Váx = cL 
B2\B1
 i=1 
The direct calculation gives 
A»M = £ D , . ( . (A + ^ ) ) (%(A + i=^) + (A - 1)^). 
where O~;5j s tands for Kronecker's symbol. Consequently, 
A/ - _ A 
| I ^ ( * ) K 2 _ ^ | D ^ ( ^ ( A + — ) ) 
v 
áx. 
i = i 
which yields 
(3.2) I^(2NF / E|^(^(A+^p)) 
B 2 - B 1 j = 1 
Now, we use the substitution y = x(X -f nEr), i.e. 
(3.3) . . ^ ( . . ( . . . J i ) . 
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This transform is a composition of two transforms, the first being given by z = 
2/(1 — nEr) a n d the second by x = j . The first transform is radial and transfers Sr 
on 5r/1_iJ-^xx for all r £ (1,2). Since in the radial direction this transform is a shift, 
the Jacobian is equal to (l - -vy) , therefore the Jacobian J(y) of the transform 
(3.3) is J(y) = ( l ^ f f . V 1 . For y e B1+x \ B, we have 0 ^ J(y) < ^ , which 
together with (3.1) and (3.2) gives 
[ f\u(x)-u(y)\p , , ^ c(2N)p2N~i f ^ m w . | p . 
J J \x-y\N+P-2 d5-v-i(^)dg-v-i(2/)^ ^ y Z J ^ - ^ I dy' 
SiSi B 1 + A \ B i -
7 - 1 
Due to the smoothness of u, letting A -j> 0+ we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
D 
Define two linear integral operators K, L by 
(Ku)(x) = — / w(2/)d5At-i(2/) 
and 
(Lu)(x)=u(x)-(A't i)(a;) . 
Lemma 3.5. The operator K is bounded from W^p(Bud
p~N) into Wl*{Bi, 
dp'N) and the operator L is bounded from W^p(Bud
p~N) into H^p(Bud
p-N). 
P r o o f . According to Theorem 2.3 we can consider u G C°°(B1). Denote 
v(x) = (Ku)(x). Holder's inequality and Fubini's theorem give 
Bi Bi 
|.T|p-W dx j\v{x)\*\xrNdx= J ^ „ - i / u(y)dSN-1(y) 
l S|.,:| 
1 








(3.4) UNHIL^H^cP-^)!! ^ llullV1'^^,^-
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Obviously, 





2 f J x • 2x• f du 
D^) = ^J ZDM'W^tSs-M = - ^ p - J ^{y)6Ss-M 
Si 3~l S\x\ 
where | ^ stands for the derivative with respect to the outer normal. Since | 4 y ^ 




which together with (3.3) gives the first assertion of the lemma. 





It remains to estimate ||u — i;|Lp(£?i,d~'/v)||. We have 
1 
\u-v\L*{Bud-
N)\\p= / / — 4 v r r / ( « ( * ) - u ( i / ) ) d S l V - 1 ( y ) 
J J crNr j 0 5,. S,. 
1 
áSN-\(x)r
 N ár 
^ / r^ - / / | U ( X ) " U{V)][P dSN~1 {V) d 5 y V _ 1 {X)T~N ^ (JN 
0 SrSv 






2 / / |« ( r0 - ЦriłJľ-dЅw-U^dЅлr-i íO. 
For r £ (0,1) denote the right hand side by J(r) and set w(£) = u(r£), x € Si 
Lemma 3.1 yields 
J{r) < C l r -
2 / / ' g g - ^ 5 d5„_l(0 6SN-M 
SI SI 
. I V IV 
^ c2r
2N~2 j J2 \DM0\PdSN^(0 = c2r*+
N-1 J ^ |An(x) | p d5 N _i(x) . 




||̂  - Î̂ ^C !̂,̂ -̂ )!)̂  ^ -^- frp~N f^2\DiU(x)\
pdSN^(x)dr 




and we are done. • 
A function u is said to be radial if and only if u has a constant value on each 
sphere S r , 0 < r, i.e. u(x) = i /( |x| ,0,0,. . . ,0) for all x € Bi. 
Definition 3.3. Let us define spaces V^p(Bud
p~N) and X(Bud
p~N). The 
space V1>p(Bi,d?-N) is defined as the closure of all radial functions from C°°(Hi) 
in the space W1,p(Bi,dp~N), the norm of a function u is equal to the norm of u 
in W1>p(B1,d
p~N). The space X(Bud
p~N) is the set of all functions u = ux + u2, 
where ux <E H
l'p(Bud
p~N) and u2 G V
1'^!,^"^). The norm in this space is 
given by 
l l u l - Y ^ d " - " ) ! ! = u=inf+u2 {^H^BudT^W + | |u2 |V
1 '*(B1 .d*-
A ') | |). 
Let us prove the basic decomposition theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. The spaces W1'p(Bud
p~N) and X(Bud
p~N) coincide and the 
norms are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let u G Wl,p(Bi,dp~N). From Lemma 3.2 we immediately obtain 
\\u\x(Bud
p-N)\\ ^ \\Lu\H^p(Bud
p-N)\\ + uNHivV^^Hi,^-^)!! 
^c\\u\Wl'p(Bud
p-N)\\. 
The reverse inequality is a direct consequence of the obvious imbeddings 
Hl>p(Bud
p~N) --> Wl>p(Bud
p~N) and Vl>p(Bu d
p~N) <-> W^p(Bud
p~N). 
Note that it is possible to prove a similar decomposition theorem for more general 
domains. However, for the characterization of traces in Theorems 4.11 and 5.4 we 
shall need only the special case ft = B\. • 
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4. DIRECT THEOREM 
Definition 4 .1. Let G C dSl and 0 < s < 1. Define the space Ws'p(G,d£) as 
the set of all functions u defined on G with a finite norm 
||U|W^(G,<f)|| = (J\u(x)nxfdSN^(x) 
G 
GG 
Now, our aim is to prove the direct trace theorem. By Pr for r > 0 we will denote 
the set Pr = {x E (R
N : x = (x',0), |x ;| < r} . We make use of the weighted Sobolev 
space H}£!(B\,dp-N) which is defined as the space of all functions u on B\ with a 
finite norm 
\u\H\p(Bud
p~N)\ = ( | K x ) | H x | - N ( l n ^ ) " P d x 
Bi 
f N v l / p 
4-/^i^u(x)nxrNdxj 
# i i = i 
which was introduced by Kufner, Kadlec in [6]. Similarly, by Lp(P i ,<i_ N + 1(ln §)~p) 
we understand the set of all functions u defined on Pi with a finite norm 
tx|_."(p1,d-




The following two assertions will be used in the proof of Lemma 5.11 below. 




incide and the norms are equivalent. 
Proposition 4.3 (see [1]). There exists a unique bounded trace operator 
T: H\lP(Bud
p-N) -> L p ( F 1 , J -
y v + 1 ( l n ^ ) ~ P ) . 




P r o o f . This follows immediately from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 and from the 
obvious fact that \x\p~N ^ c\x\~N(in - | j ) ~ p on Bx. U 
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Now, we will prove that the trace operator T is bounded as a mapping from 
W^p(Bud
p-N) in Wi-V^PudP-1*). We will proceed as follows: We decompose 
the space W1'P(B\, dp~N) in accordance with Theorem 3.4. In Theorem 4.7 we estab-
lish the boundedness of T: W^p(Bud
p~N) -> Wl~l^p(P1,d
p-N). Proposition 1.3 
implies that T is a bounded operator from H^p(Bi,dp~N) into H1-lfp^p(Pud
p-N). 




Lemma 4.5. There exists such a positive constant c that for all u E C°°([0,1]). 
I I I 
JfH^zJ^}\LdyxP-2 dx ^ cj\u'{x)\vxv-i dx. 
0 0 0 





K ? ) r «(?)!! .,..^2^. 
0 x 
Let us estimate I\. Obviously, 
1 X X 
h < i i (-L- í\u'(t)\dt) dyxp-2dx. 
0 0 y 
Assume first that p ^ 2. Then xp~2 ^ max(l, 2p~3)[(x - y)p~2 + yp~% and so 
1 X 
h <í max(l,2p-3) f f (-1— f\u'(t)\dt\ (x - y)
p~2 dy dx 
0 0 y 
1 x x 
+ fÍ(^Zrf\u'W\dt) yP~2áyáx = max(l,2' '-3)(J11+/12). 
0 0 
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Using Example 6.S in [7] with e = p - 2 and Fubini's theorem we obtain 
1 1 x 
In=//(^/K(0|dA (x-y)p~2dydx 
0 y y 
1 1 1 
^c f f \u'(x)\p(x - y)p'2 dxdy = -^— f \u'(x)\pxp~l dx. 
0 y 0 
To estimate I12 we use Fubini's theorem and Example 6.8 in [7] with e = 0: 
1 1 1 
I12 ^ c ( I \u'(x)\pyp-2dxdy = —^— f \u'(x)\pxp~1 dx. 
0 y 0 
Thus, 
1 
Ii < c i J \u'(x)\pxp~ldx 
0 
for p ^ 2. Now, suppose 1 < p < 2. Fubini's theorem and Example 6.8 in [7] with 
e = 0 yield 
1 1 X 
(4.1) h ^ II (~^ I \u'(t)\ dt\Pdxy"-2 dy 
0 y y 
1 x 1 
< c / / \u'(x)\pyp-2 dxdy = -?— f \u\x)\pxp~l dx. 
0 0 0 
To estimate I2 we use Example 6.8 in [7] with e = 0 and Fubini's theorem; we obtain 
1 1 1 1 1 
I2 ̂  / / \u'(y)\p dyxp~2 &x^cjj \u'(x)\p dyxp~2 dx = -^ J \u'(y)\pyp-1 dy. 
O x O x 0 
The last estimate and (4.1) give the desired inequality. • 






holds for all x e UN and r > 0. 
P r o o f . Denote the integral on the left hand side by IN(x). For |rr| = r the 
inequality is obvious. Therefore assume |:r| 7-- r. In view of the spherical symmetry 
of IN(x) we can suppose that x = (0,0,. . . , \x\) G U
N. Recall that for y e UN we 
write y = (y',yN), y' e IR^
- 1 . The substitution yN = rcos(D gives 
r , \ 1 1 dSN-2(y')d(f 
1N(~ — * > = / / 0 \y'\JcosV ( ( k | - r c o s ^ ) 2 + (rsinv)2) 
rAt-isir/t--y, 
N +TJ 
(|x|2 + r 2 — 2|x|rcos(D) 2 
N + ť - l 
аN~i J /,„,9 , 1 , — - Z І ^ + ғ
7 " d ( p -
0 
Let 0 ̂  <D ̂  71. We have 
(4.2) (|x| - r ) 2 ^ (|x| - r ) 2 + 4|rr|r sin2 ^ = |x|2 + r 2 - 2|x|r cos<p. 
If \x\ ^ | r , then r < 2(r - \x\), and so 
r V 2 ^ 47i2(|rr| - r ) 2 ^ 4Ti2(|a;|2 + r 2 - 2|x|r cosy?). 
If \x\ ^ | r , then 
r V < 2|x| V < ^ [ ^ ) V + ( > | - r) 2 ] < ^ [(|x| - r ) 2 + 4 |s | r sin2 | ] . 
In both cases we have 
rip ^ 2TT(|X|2 + r 2 - 2|x|rcos(D)1 / 2, 
which, together with (4.2), yields 
\\x\ - r | +r<D ^ (1 + 2TI)(|X|2 + r 2 - 2|x|rcos(D)1 / 2. 
Consequently, 
/ W ^ ( 1 + 2 K )
W + P - 1 / - -
For AT = 2 we have 
r ^ s i n ^ - y d c D 
/ V + p - 1 • 
% , , „ , Гl + Г(D) 0 Vľ ' I r t 
ш-fi+*r ....'*, <1-^ (1 + 2 Ï Ï )
P + 1 1 
v' 
o jx\-r\+r^y P i m - r , 
If IV ^ 3, integration by parts gives 
IN(x) < (1 + 2 K ) ^ -
1 ^ ~ 2 INl-iGT) < . . . < C p , 
IV +P - 2 ||x| - r | 
which completes the proof. • 
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P r o o f . In accordance with Definition 3.3 assume that u G C°°(Bi). Define a 
function v of one real variable by v(r) = u(x) for r = \x\. Using Lemmas 4.6 and 
then 4.5 we obtain 




p J J _ * 2 dSN.2(y')dSN-2(x')r
p-N d6dr 
0 0 | x ' | = r | y ' |=r 
1 1 
^c1JJ\v(r)-v(Q)\
p J * dSN-2(x')rr-
N dgdr 
0 0 | _ ' | = r ' ^' 
1 1 1 
= O-iv-iCi ff ^ " y i P dO r
p~2 dr ^ c2 | ^ ' ( r ) ! ^ -
1 dr 
0 0 0 
1 
= ^ | | i / ( r ) l p f\x\p~NdSN-i{x)dr 
0 5,. 
1 TV 
0 5,. i=1 
To complete the proof we observe that, by Lemma 4.4, 
| |(ti| f t)|_S"(P_,£P-^)|| < c| |u |W
1^(i31 ,cP-^) | |
p . 
• 
Lemma 4.8. Let N ^ 2. Tiien ciiere exists a positive constant c such that 
f \W^-N)/r>-\y'\iv-^/p\p , , 
y M-y/IN+P-a d ^ C l * 
R - V - 1 
forai ix ' € IR^"1. 
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P r o o f . Remark that the inequality is trivial for x' = 0. Therefore we can 
assume x' ?- 0. Denote the integral on the left hand side by I(x'). Substituting 
y' = \x'\t we get 
r r ii - iii(
p-N)/pr 
/(x-)=i»'i-w/ V V - « 
uN~x 
- l ' w i A - r + p - 2 j lA-tr+p-- dt) 
\tKi \t\>i 
= |a;T-N(Ji(A) + J2(A)), 
where A = -p-. Let us first estimate J2(A). According to Lemma 4.6 we obtain 
oo CO 
w , = / | 1 - r « - v T / ^ ^ d r , c | U ^ T d r . 
1/2 | t |=r 1/2 
Since the integrand is 0(1) as r -+ 1 and 0(r~N) as r -> oo we have J2(A) < oo. 
Now, let us estimate Ji(A). If p ^ TV, then the integrand is a continuous function on 
[0, | ] and, consequently, integrable. If p < TV, the integrand is 0(\t\p~N) as \t\ -» 0 
and so, using the spherical coordinates, we obtain again Ji(A) < oo which completes 
the proof. D 
Theo rem 4.9. Let N ^ 2. Then H1-1/P>P(P1,CIP-N) -+ J V
1 - 1 / ^ ^ ! , ^ - ^ ) . 
P r o o f . Let u € H1-1/^^,^-^). Since | x | p - N ^ c ^ l 1 ^ on Pu we have 
| | u ( : r ) | p | ^ 
Pi 
To estimate the corresponding seminoma we use Lemma 4.8: 
\x,-yr+P-2 ^ F r "
N ^ ' 
| x ' |< l |y ' |< l 
f [ Í!_________2l_cVuT-Nda;í 
^ 2 Р_! / f f Ң*',0) |.г- P- '̂/P - гф/,0) |ÿ'Цp-">/»f ^ , ^ 
| : r/ _ ^qiV+p-2 
/• /• | | r ' | (p--V)/p _ \V'\(P-N)/P\P \ 
+ / / ^ ' ° ) ' P I |_ -yVi+l-- ^ ' j 
| x ' | < l | j/' |<l 
^ 2 p - 1 ( l + c ) | | w | / í 1 - 1 l ř > ' p ( P 1 , d
í , - N ) | | p . 
D 
G52 
As an easy consequence of Proposition 1.3, Lemma 3.4, 4.7 and 4.9 we have the 
following Lemma. 





Using the local covering of the boundary from Definition 1.1 and standard tech-
niques it is not difficult to extend Lemma 4.10 in the following way. 
Theorem 4 .11. Let N ^ 2. Then the trace operator 
T: Whp(n,d?~N) -> W1-^p^p(dft,dp-N) 
is bounded. 
5. EXTENSION OPERATOR 
Now we will construct an extension operator R corresponding to the operator T. 
First we will deal with the particular case of the cylindrical domain C = {x G UN : 
x = (x',xN),\x'\ < 1,0 < xN < 1}. Recall that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
operator is defined for u G L\oc(U
N) by (Mu)(x) = sup j-gr JB \u(y)\dy, where the 
supremum is taken over all balls B in UN such that x G B. Let <DA/_i G C00(RN~1) 
be a function satisfying J (pN-i(x)dx = 1, ipN-i(x) ^ 0 and <pN-i(x) = 0 for 
RN-1 
Lemma 5.1 (see [8]). Let a be a real number. Then the inequality 
\\Mu\Lp(UN,\xn\\^c\\u\Lp(UN,\xn\\ 
holds for all u G LP(UN, \x\a) if and only if-N <a< N(p - 1). 
Lemma 5.2. Let N ^ 2. Then the operator R defined by 
1 f (x' — y' \ (Ru)(x',xN) = ------ / (DN-i '-)u(y')dy' 
xN J V xN J 
\x'-y'\<xN 
is a linear and bounded mapping from W1~1/p'p(P2,d
p-N) into W^p(C,dp~N). 
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P r o o f . Let u € W1-1^p(P2,d
p-N). Extend the function u by zero for (x',0), 
|re'| ^ 2. We will denote this extension again by u. We can write 
/--* T> w / v 1 A ^ /z' ~ 2/'\ u(v',Q) — u(xf,0) , , 
(DiRu)(x', xN) = - 7 7 r T / A ^ v - i i- - ^ ^ ^ ------ dy
f 
Xjf J \ xN / XN 
\x'-y'\<xN 
for i = 1,2,. . . , N - 1 and 
(DNI?i /)(^,xN) = - J ^ | j"(i _ N)tpN-i ( ^ ^ ) 
|x'— 2/'|<XAT 
- y A^-I í 5 ^ ) -------) ^ ,'0)-^ ,'°) dy>. 
f-*- \ xN / xN J xN 
t = l 
Let us estimate I0 = \\Ru\L
p(C,dp-N)\\P. We háve 
Io^cí J J (--hí J \u(y',0)\pdyf\ \xf\p~N dxN dx
f 
|x'|<l 0 \x'—y'\<xN 
1 
+ J f (-J7-T J Hy',0)\pdy'\ xp~NdxNdx
f\ = c(I01-f-I02). 
|x'|<l |x'| \x'-гj'\<xN 
i 
l ( /" |Mu(x',0) | p |x ' | p - w da.-']dxiv. 
By Fubini's theorem we obtain 
I 
Ioi ^ 
0 x i v < | x ' | < l 
According to Lemma 5.1 we have 
(5.1) I01 ^ / \Mu{x')\
p\x'\p-N dx' < c i / \u(x')\p\x'\p-N dx' 
\x'\<l | x ' | < 2 
^ci\\u\W^-l^p(P2,d
p-N)\\p. 
Let us estimate I02. If P ^ N, then the inequality \x'\ ̂  X'A/ yields x
p^~ ^ I X ' I P - ^ . 
Analogously as in the estimate of I0i we get 
l 







Let p > N. Using Holder's inequality we obtain 
1 p-N 
I°^ / /J$r-T)( / Hy':W\v'rNdy') 
\x'\<l \x'\ N \x'-y'\<xN 
x ( / W^dy') dxNdx'. 
\x'-y'\<xN 
Since —f- < 0, we can use the obvious estimate p—i 7 
XN 
f \y'\^dy'^ / | 2 / ' | ^ d 3 / ' = < T A f _ i / r ^
+ A ř - 2 d r = C3-| = 
,^-f+N-l 
\y \ '• - <a</ — u I v - l I i '• - <a/ — C .1. 
k ' - 2 / ' | < x ! v |2/'|<£;v 
It implies that 
i 
/02<c3 / / ^ _ T / My',0)\r\y'\r-
Ndy'dxNdx' 
|x'|<l |x'| |x'— y'\<xu 
1 
^C3J I x ^ 1 I \<v',0)\p\y'rNdy'dx'dxN. 
0 | x ' | < l N | x ' - t / ' | < x N 
/ / 
Using the substitution -—%- = £' and Fubini's theorem we obtain 
o x ^ 
1 
I02^c3 f f J \u(x' -t'xN,0)\
p\x' -t'xN\
p'N dx'dt'dxN. 
0\t'\<l | x ' | < l 
The substitution z' — x' — t'xN gives \z'\ — \x' — t'xN\ ^ \x'\ + \t'\xN ^ 2, which 
immediately yields 
I02^C3 J J \U(Z')\*\Z'\*-
N dz'dt' ^C3\\U^^ 
\t'\<l\z'\<2 
The last estimate, (5A) and (5.2) imply 
(5.3) /o<c 4 | |M|^
1 - 1 / p ' p (P2,c ! p - A ' ) | | P . 
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Now, let us estimate h = \\DiRu\W
1'p(C,dp-N)\\p. Using Fubini's theorem we 
obtain 
| x ' | < l 0 | . - r ' - y ' | < x N 
+ Ij{^ j _ _ _ ^ d , ) V a W ) 
| x ' | < l | x ' | | x ' - y ' | < x N 
= C5(/»1 +/»2). 
By Holder's inequality and Fubini's theorem we have 
j < f f N J A Q ) - ^ ' , O ) I P r |_^___j___-_ , ,|p_„ , , , , 
| x ' | < l | x ' - y ' | < | x ' | | x ' - y ' | 
< L _ I f My'^-<x,^p\xr-
NdV'dx' 
^ / V + p - 2 J J \y'-x'\N+p-* ' ' V 
| x ' | < l | x ' - y ' | < | x ' | 
Since \yf\ - \x'\ ^ \yf - xf\ ^ |x'|, we have \yf\ -̂  2|x'| ^ 2. Thus, extending the 
integration domain we obtain 
(5.4) J i l < c 6 | | „ | ^
1 - 1 / ^ ( P 2 , c ř " -
N\\\P 
To estimate /_2 we use analogous techniques as in the estimate of /02. If p ^ N, 
then Holder's inequality and Fubini's theorem yield 
nvT < f f N g ' ) - " ^ ) ! " / \y'-x'\N+p-2 , I-IIP-W . , H _ , 
(5.5) J t . < y y [ y > _ _ / | W + p _ 2 y ^N+p-i d „ N | „ |
p dy dx 
|X' |<1 |X'-J/ ' |<1 |x'-y'| W 
<or | |u |W 1 - 1 /"-"(P 2 ,cP '-
A f ) f . 
In the case p > 1V we get 
/ i 2 ^ c 8 / / --1----T / -; |y |
p dy d.TA! dx, 
J J :r̂ y I /̂v 
| x ' | < l | x ' | | x ' - y ' | < X i v 
<*/ / ^ V ^ ' ^ r ^ d s -
| x ' | < l | x ' - y ' | < l 
^ C 9 | | l i | K V
1 - 1 / ^ ( P 2 , ^ -
i V ) | | P . 
D 
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The assertion of the lemma follows from the last estimate, (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5). 
Lemma 5.3. Let N ^ 2. Then there exists a linear bounded operator 
R: Wl-l/p>p(Pud
p-N) -> W1,p(C,dp~N) 
such that RTu = u for all u e Wl~l/p>p(Pl,d
p-N). 
P r o o f . Lemma 3.2 in [9] yields the existence of a linear bounded operator 
S: Wl-l/p,p(Pi,dp-N) -> Wl-llp'p(P2,d
p-N) such that Su = u on Px. The opera-
tor R is now the superposition of 5 and of the extension operator from Lemma 5.2. 
It is easily seen that TRu = u if u € VV1_1//p'p(Fi, dp~N), which completes the proof. 
• 
As an immediate consequence we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let N ^ 2. Then there exists a linear bounded operator 
R: Wl-1/p(dSl,dp-N) -> W1,p(n,dp-N) 
such that TRu = u for all u G Wl~1/p>p(dQ,dp-N). 
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